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ABSTRACT

The physics of lepton masses nature is shown on the base of theory of byuons, the theory of “life” of special unobservable discrete objects – byuons from which the surrounding space and the world of elementary particles are formed. An essential distinction of that theory from the modern models in the classical and quantum field theories is that the potentials of physical fields (gravitational, electromagnetic, asf.) gain exactly fixable, measurable values. The theory of byuons predicts the existence of a next lepton (80.4GeV.) which mass is very same with W-boson mass.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is known that standard model of modern physics has six leptons (e - electron, ν_e - electron neutrino; μ - muon, ν_μ - muon neutrino; τ - lepton, ν_τ - τ-neutrino) [1]. In the paper it will predicted that nature has next lepton in the framework of the byuon theory. The theory of byuons is theory of “life” of special unobservable discrete objects – byuons from which the surrounding space and the world of elementary particles form. An essential distinction of the byuon theory from modern models in the classical and quantum theories of field is that the potentials of physical fields (gravitational, electromagnetic, asf.) become, in the said theory exactly fixable, measurable values. Basic axioms and some conclusions of this theory are discussed in [2-7] (see Appendix too).

2. THEORY OF BYUON AND MASS OF LEPTONS

What is mass, and why is it different for various elementary particles? Consider character of mass origin for the most simple group of elementary particles, so-called “leptons”. In the physics of elementary particles there are six leptons [1]: electron, muon, tau-lepton, and corresponding neutrinos. There are introduced lepton charges for electron, muon, and tau-lepton. It is known that [1] in the existent physics there is no general interpretation of charges ascribed to particles. But in the theory of byuons [2], we give a rigorous formulation of lepton charge. Namely, at particles identified with leptons, there always exist and never disappear vacuum state (VS) I^+ for particles and VS I^- for antiparticles (See Appendix, [2-7]). These VSs close information in themselves during formation of physical space. In Table 1 shown is
the correspondence between electron, positron, muon, antimuon, (corresponding neutrino antineutrino) and lepton numbers $L$ and associated VSs and psi-functions ($\psi_{e^{-}}$, $\psi_{e^{+}}$, $\psi_{\nu_{e}}$, et. al.) - we should not forget that VSs of byuons have a probabilistic character [2].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VSs</th>
<th>$\psi_{e^{-}}(\Pi^{+}, \Gamma^{+})$</th>
<th>$\psi_{e^{+}}(\Pi^{-}, \Gamma^{-})$</th>
<th>$\psi_{\nu_{e}}(\Pi^{+}, \Gamma^{+})$</th>
<th>$\psi_{\bar{\nu}_{e}}(\Pi^{-}, \Gamma^{-})$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$L_{e}$</td>
<td>$+1$</td>
<td>$-1$</td>
<td>$+1$</td>
<td>$-1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_{\mu^{-}}(\Pi^{+}, \Gamma^{+})$</td>
<td>$\psi_{\mu^{+}}(\Pi^{-}, \Gamma^{-})$</td>
<td>$\psi_{\nu_{\mu}}(\Pi^{+}, \Gamma^{+})$</td>
<td>$\psi_{\bar{\nu}_{\mu}}(\Pi^{-}, \Gamma^{-})$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{\mu}$</td>
<td>$+1$</td>
<td>$-1$</td>
<td>$+1$</td>
<td>$-1$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Physical nature of lepton mass consists in a residual potential energy of byuons interaction remained after minimization of potential energy of byuon VSs interaction in the one-dimensional space $R_{1}$ formed by them [2]. Explain that by the example of electron. The expression for electron mass (self-energy) $m_{e}$ is

$$m_{e}c^{2} = m_{4b}c^{2}(ct^{*}/x_{0})$$

Here the energy $m_{4b}c^{2}$ is equal to the self-energy of object 4b (object formed during four-contact byuron-byuron interaction in VSs $\Pi^{+} \Gamma^{+} \Pi^{+} \Gamma^{+}$ (to read as “4b-object”, $m_{4b}c^{2} = 33$ eV.) that always finds itself, with probability 1, in the limits of first period of interaction of byuon VS, which period equals $x_{0}\approx 0.897*10^{-17}$ cm during electron formation [2].

The quantity $(ct^{*}/x_{0})$ is equal to $N = 15444$, the period in $i$ (index $i$ is a quantum number for byuron $(ct^{*} \approx 10^{-13}$ cm), see Appendix). The expression (1) gives an accurate experimental value for the electron mass. Masses of the muon and tau-lepton are similarly found in [2] (see below). But for two last mentioned particles, the objects 4b are always in the limits of 2$x_{0}$ and 8$x_{0}$, respectively, with probability 1. In this connection these particles are prone to decay since the nature tends to the minimum period in $i$ when creating their physical space $x_{0}$.

It should be but noted that the potential energy of byuon VSs interaction, remained after minimization, has, in the case of muon, tau-lepton and next lepton etc., its own value different from those for electron (that is, the own objects 4b).

In the theory of byuons the above mentioned residual energy for the electron, muon, and tau-lepton at scales $x_{0}$, 2$x_{0}$, and 8$x_{0}$, respectively, are brought into line to pairs “neutrino-antineutrino” (that is, to objects 4b in our terminology). Leptons are described by VSs $\Pi^{+}$ and $\Gamma^{+}$.

On basic of expression physics (1) we give a values for the lepton masses
1. \( m_e c^2 = m_{4\delta_e} \cdot c^2 \cdot \frac{ct^*}{x_0} \approx 0.51 \) MeV

\[
m_{4\delta_e} \cdot c^2 = \frac{|A_g|^2 \cdot x_0^3}{2c^0 \cdot \tau_0^2}
\]

2. \( m_\mu c^2 = m_{4\delta_\mu} \cdot c^2 \cdot \frac{ct^*}{2x_0} \approx 105.5 \) MeV

\[
m_{4\delta_\mu} \cdot c^2 = \frac{|A_g|}{ct^*} \cdot \frac{A^0}{x_0} \cdot \frac{2x_0}{ct^*} \cdot 2x_0^3
\]

\[A^0 = \frac{2\sqrt{3} \cdot e_0}{\sqrt{x_0 \cdot ct^*}}\]

3. \( m_\tau c^2 = m_{4\delta_\tau} \cdot c^2 \cdot \frac{ct^*}{8x_0} \approx 1785 \) MeV

\[
m_{4\delta_\tau} \cdot c^2 = \frac{|A_g|}{ct^*} \cdot \frac{A_t^0}{2x_0} \cdot \frac{2x_0}{ct^*} \cdot 24 \cdot 8x_0^3
\]

\[A_t^0 = \frac{2\sqrt{3} \cdot e_0}{\sqrt{2x_0 \cdot ct^*}}\]

4. \( m_{nx} c^2 = m_{4\delta_{nx}} \cdot c^2 \cdot \frac{ct^*}{512x_0} \approx 80.4 \) GeV

\[
m_{4\delta_{nx}} \cdot c^2 = \frac{|A_g|}{ct^*} \cdot \frac{A_{nx}^0}{2x_0} \cdot \frac{2x_0}{ct^*} \cdot 1536 \cdot 512x_0^3
\]

\[A_{nx}^0 = \frac{2\sqrt{3} \cdot e_0}{\sqrt{4x_0 \cdot ct^*}}\]

In expressions (2) we offered that “4b-object” always finds itself, with probability 1, in phase volumes \( x_0^3, 2x_0^3, 8x_0^3, 512x_0^3 \), first period of interaction of byuon VS in \( i \), see sequence: \( 2^0, 2^1, (2^1)^3, ((2^1)^3)^3 \) etc. We took into account in (2) the phenomenon of charge
formation to electroseparating processes described in [2] and the formation an effective “self-action” potentials for these particles too [2].

3. DOES NEUTRINO REALLY EXIT?

As is known [8], neutrino (electron-type one) was discovered by Pauli "on the tip of his pen", on the basis of analysis of conservation laws. Recently, a number of papers [9-17] has evolved which extends considerably our knowledge of neutrino physics.

It was shown by various research teams on the basis of investigation of tritium spectrum end that mass of neutrino is less than zero [9-14].

In Ref. [15], results of precision measurements of tritium spectrum end are presented which suggest that mass squared of the electron-type neutrino $m_{\nu_e}^2 < 0$. This artifact is explained in Ref. [16] with the aid of long range interactions of anomalous neutrinos through introducing a potential, which is equal to the sum of those of Yukawa’s type.

In Ref. [17], these unique experimental results are explained by introducing a weakly interacting light scalar boson through which the neutrinos interact in some cloud. It is shown in so doing that the parameters of neutrinos will be cloud density dependent. This work develops the assumption of Ref. [96] that for explaining the experiments, the density of neutrinos $10^{13}$ times greater than that accepted in cosmology is necessary.

In the new physical conception [2,3] of forming the observable three-dimensional physical space $R_3$ from a finite set of one-dimensional objects (byuons) in consequence of their dynamics in a one-dimensional space $R_1$, the most simple object, under which the author means the electron-type neutrino, has just the imaginary proper rest energy $(m_{\nu_e}^2 c^2)$ in $R_1$ and the imaginary quantum number, mass $m_{\nu_e}^2$, in $R_3$. That is why the question in the heading of this article has arisen: "Does the neutrino really exist?"

All experiments proving the existence of neutrino may be divided into two groups in the first of which we are dealing with the circumstantial evidence, starting from the conservation laws, that neutrinos exist [18,19] (among these are also the papers [10-15]), whereas the second group of experiments has pretensions to the direct corroboration of neutrino existence [20,21].

Let us consider the first experiment on detecting neutrino, which was carried out by A. I. Leipunsky [22] and relates to the first group of above mentioned experiments. The idea of his experiment was constructed on comparison of energetic spectra of electrons and recoil nuclei produced during the $\beta$-decay.

A. I. Leipunsky, when investigating the process of $\beta^+$-decay in his experiments with the carbon isotope $^{13}$C has validated the inequality $(|P_e| \neq |P_{r,n}|$, where $P_e$ is momentum of $\beta$-electron, $P_{r,n}$ is momentum obtained by the recoil nucleus during $\beta$-decay) and thereby, as he believed, proved the existence of neutrino. The Leipunsky's experiment and all those in the first group can be explained on the assumption that the conservation laws of momentum, angular momentum lepton charge etc, are taken over by a large-scale object, the physical space (vacuum medium [2,3,7]) of the Universe.

An analogy to such a phenomenon is the known Mössbauer effect [22] lying in the fact that the resonant absorption of $\gamma$-radiation by nuclei in conditions of partial overlap of emitted and absorbed $\gamma$-radiation lines rises sharply when the radiation source and absorbent are cooled.
The essence of the Mössbauer effect is that an oscillator being in the state with minimum energy can, within the framework of quantum model of solid body (the solid body is a set of harmonic oscillators [22]), solely acquire energy but cannot give it up.

An analogous pattern is observed also in the experiment of A. I. Leipunsky as well as in other experiments, for instance, in decay of neutron:

\[ n \rightarrow p + e^- + \bar{\nu}_e , \]  

(3)

if assumed that the physical space is a certain periodic oscillating medium taking over the laws of conservation, i.e. one does not need to introduce into the reaction (3) the electron-type antineutrino as it was done by Pauli in order to meet the conservation laws, but in this case the event (3) may not already be considered as a local phenomenon.

Let us show that on the theoretical basis (see Appendix and [2,3]).

Recall that the vacuum states \( \Pi^+, \Pi^-, \Gamma^+ \), \( \Gamma^- \) of the byuons appear randomly and are characterized for the byuon \( \Phi(i) = A_G x(i) \) by special functions \( \psi^{i^+}, \psi^{i^-}, \psi^{k-i}, \) and \( \psi^{r-i-2}, \) respectively. The product \( \psi^{i^+} \cdot \psi^{i^-} \) means [2, 3,] the probability of existence of vacuum states \( \Pi^+ \) and \( \Pi^- \) of the byuon with the index \( (i+1) \). The vacuum state \( \Pi^+ \) increases the index \( i \) of a byuon, i.e. the value \( x(i) \), by one, and the vacuum state \( \Pi^- \) decreases it by one. Normalizing the functions \( \psi^{i^+}, \psi^{i^-}, \psi^{k-i}, \psi^{r-i-2} \) is given [2,3,7].

It turns out to be remarkable and surprising that, for the four-contact interaction of byuons (4b-objects) the equations for the \( \Psi \)-function have the form of harmonic oscillator [2, 3].

It is shown [2,3] that the object 4b is determined with probability 1 on the characteristic dimension in \( R_3 \) equal to \( \sim 10^{-17} \text{ cm} \) (the completion of forming \( R_3 \)).

It was shown in [2,3] too that the charge and quantum numbers of elementary particles are formed on distances of \( 10^{-17} - 10^{-13} \text{ cm} \), and to the free object 4b there corresponds in \( R_3 \) an uncertainty in coordinate equal to \( 10^{-9} \text{ cm} \) (in accordance with the Heisenberg uncertainty relation)[2,3]. The residual (from minimization process) potential energy in \( R_1 \) is considered in [2,3] as a rest energy \( mc^2 \) in \( R_1 \). The energy of the object 4b equivalent to \( mc^2 \) is equal to \( 33eV \). This object is a boson with spin \( 1 \), there corresponds a pair of electron-type neutrino-antineutrino \( (\nu_e \leftrightarrow \bar{\nu}_e) \) to it. The neutrino is a spinor produced by the interaction of byuons in VS \( \Pi^+ \Gamma^- \), but its \( mc^2 \) is imaginary.

The totality of objects 4b over the Universe gives the observed density of matter \( \sim 10^{-29} \text{ g/cm}^3 \) (dark matter) and connects all the objects of the Universe into a single information field.

Let us return to reactions of (3)-type.

Thus it is stated that the momentum, energy, spin, and lepton charge attributed to the antineutrino are given up, when the reaction (3) proceeds, to the physical space formed as a result of minimizing the potential energy of byuons in \( R_1 \) and observed by us as an assemblage of the objects 4b which is developing constantly due to the vacuum state \( \Pi^+ \) and creating an oscillating system being at the lowest energy level. Well, but what of the experiments with direct detection of neutrino which particle is observed repeatedly in leading nuclear laboratories in the world, for example, the known experiment of Cowen and Reiness [20,21]:

\[ \bar{\nu}_e + p \rightarrow n + e^+ . \]  

(4)
An answer is simple. The nuclear reactors near which the reaction (4) is observed due to
the reaction (3), create around themselves an unobservable field of objects (with imaginary
self-energy) produced during interaction of byuons in the vacuum states $I'' II'$ (antineutrino),
which objects in turn, when connected with the objects created by byuons in the vacuum
states $I' II'$, give bosons being in the vacuum states $I'' II' I' II$. The set of these bosons forms
the physical space, or the space of the elementary particles. The laws of conservation are
therewith met to a high accuracy, however not in a local form but in a volume with a
characteristic dimension of $\sim 10^5 cm$.

Let us show this.

According to the basic hypothesis (see Appendix and [2,3]), the $4b$ objects form, as
said above, the interior space of an elementary particle along with all its quantum numbers
and charges. Therefore such an object always creates, due to its perpetual dynamics in the
space $R_3$, the minimum momentum for an elementary particle as an integer entity whose
interior geometrical space is formed by it.

The momentum of the $4b$ object corresponding to the minimum momentum for
elementary particles, may be represented in a general form [2, 3] as

$$ P = \Phi \cdot E_{k_{min}}^0 \int \frac{c}{c} $$

where $\Phi$ is probability of detecting the $4b$ object in some region of the space $R_3$; $E_{k_{min}}^0 \approx 33 eV$.

If $4b$ objects are free (i.e. they create not an elementary particle but a space free of
elementary particles), then $\Phi = \frac{1}{16} \cdot \frac{x_0^3}{4\pi x_0^2 \bar{x}_0}$ where $\bar{x}_0 \approx 10^{-33} cm$, $x_0 \approx 10^{-17} cm$ [2, 3]. In this
case, if the range of momentum values for an elementary object $\Delta p$ is set equal to $P$, the
uncertainty in coordinate in $R_3$ for the $4b$ object will comprise $10^{36} cm$.

If an object $4b$ is not free (i.e. it forms the interior geometry of an electron, as an
example), then

$$ \Phi = \frac{1}{16} \cdot \frac{x_0^3}{4\pi (Nx_0)^2 x_0} \quad \text{(5)} $$

and for a set of $N$ objects $4b$ forming an electron (for which $m_e c^2 = N E_{k_{min}}^0$) we may write

$$ \Delta p = \frac{1}{16} \cdot \frac{x_0^3}{4\pi (Nx_0)^2 x_0} \cdot \frac{N E_{k_{min}}^0}{c} = \frac{1}{64\pi} \cdot \frac{E_{k_{min}}^0}{Nc}. \quad \text{(6)} $$

Then using Eq. (6), we have for $N$ objects $4b$ an uncertainty in coordinate $\Delta x$ on the
order of $10 cm$ in $R_3$, i.e. an electron, due to wave properties of $N$ objects $4b$, carries
information on its properties not over distances of $10^5 cm$ (de Broglie wave at the temperature
$\sim 300K$) as in the case if it were considered as a point-like particle, but at distances of the order of
$10 cm$.

If one considers not $N$ objects $4b$ in an electron but only one $4b$ object (however in an
electron, i.e. $\Phi$ is determined by formula (5)), then $\Delta x \sim 10^5 cm$. Thus a lesser quantity of
information on the state of interior space characteristics of an electron has a greater spread in coordinate.
Hence in the range of uncertainty in coordinate \( \sim 10^5 \text{cm} \) around an electron and presumably a neutron, the processes associated with transmitting energy, momentum etc, to the free space as well as to other objects in accordance with the reaction (3) and (4), can occur. As is seen, the overlap of the processes (3) and (4) is enormous if the reaction (4) is detected even at a distance of hundreds meters from the reactor, which, let us underline it once again, is in perfect analogy to the resonant absorption of \( \gamma \)-radiation by nuclei and to the Mössbauer’s effect as well, however not in coordinates \( \Delta E, \Delta t \), but \( \Delta P, \Delta x \). One can do a simple estimation of the cross-section of the reaction (4) using our approach if to represent it in the form \( \sigma = 1/n\lambda \) where \( n \) is concentration of nucleons in a nucleus, and \( \lambda \) is the maximum uncertainty interval for the new information field of the nucleon which field makes possible the intersection of the reactions (3) and (4). When putting \( n = 10^{38}/\text{cm}^3 \) and \( \lambda \sim 10^5 \text{cm} \), as said above, we have \( \sigma \sim 10^{-43} \text{ cm}^2 \). As is known, just such a value of \( \sigma \) is observed in the experiment with neutrinos from a reactor as well as found on the basis of standard phenomenological theories [1,22].

4. W-BOSON AND NEXT LEPTON

In [23] the W-boson mass (MW) was measured using data corresponding to 2.2 fb-1 of integrated luminosity collected in p-p collisions with the CDF II detector at the Fermilab Tevatron collider. It was showed that \( MW = 80387 \pm 12 \text{stat} \pm 15 \text{syst} = 80 \ 387 \pm 19 \text{ MeV/c}^2 \). This is the most precise measurement of the W-boson mass today and significantly exceeds the precision of all previous measurements combined. We see MW is equal the mass of next lepton. It is not a fortune because we see a new force of nature acting on \( \beta \)-decay of ultimate particles [24-31]. These experiments point on existence of quantum medium - physical space oscillation (dark matter [3,7]) which can act on \( \beta \)-decay of ultimate particles and take over itself the conservation laws of momentum, angular momentum, lepton charge etc..

5. CONCLUSION

The mass of the W-boson is an important part of the standard model (SM) of particle physics. Therefore I think SM is not the end of physics development because MW is equal the mass of predicted next lepton.
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Appendix

Any theory begins with axioms, that is, with basic postulates accepted without proof. Thus, let us assume that there are no space, no time, no world of elementary particles from which all surrounding us physical bodies consist, but there is an object, a byuon $\Phi(i)$, being unobservable in itself and characterized by discrete states (i.e. numbered by the series of natural numbers) having inherent “vectorial” property. The expression for $\Phi(i)$ is

$$
\Phi(i) = \begin{cases} 
[A_g x(i)], \\
-\sqrt{-1}[A_g x(i)]
\end{cases} 
$$

(1A),

where $x(i)$ is “length” of the byuon, a real (positive or negative) value depending on the index $i = 0,1,2,...,k,...$ Index $i$ is a quantum number for $\Phi(i)^1$. The value $A_g$ is some inner potential equal, in magnitude, to the cosmological vector-potential $A_g$, a novel fundamental vectorial constant introduced by the author [2, 3]. It is not an ordinary potential of any field theory since we have yet no notions of field and its potential. We have to do with a special property of the byuon that we call therefore the inner byuon potential. The dimensionality of $x(i)$ is that of distance, so we will measure $x(i)$ in centimeters (cm), and $A_g$ in Gauss centimeter ($A_g \approx 1.95 \times 10^{11}$ Gs-cm). That is, our fundamental object is dimensional. That was presumed by many authors which searched for so called “universum” (that thing from which all the other things are built up), since the real world cannot be constructed from the dimensionless 0 and 1. But the question of dimensionality of that object remained an enigma. Our object, the byuon, has dimensionality of Gs$\times$cm$^2$, as also have (in CGSE-system) such physical objects as electric charge, magnetic flux, and Dirak’s monopole - a hypothetic object not yet detected in experiments.

The entire set of states $\Phi(i)$ can form a one-dimensional space $R_i$ relative to index $i$. In $R_i$, the distance between byuon states (the metrix) is defined as the difference of their “lengths”, i.e. between quantities $x(i)$. Such a metrix is known as Archimedean metrix.

Explain the above said. If, for example, the object $\Phi(i)$ has, in one of its states, an enormous magnitude of $x(i)$ equal to $10^{28}$ cm, and in its another state, $x(i+k)$ is equal to that same enormous

---

1 It should be explained that the vector $\Phi(i)$ is not an ordinary vector in some space but an object with “inner” vectorial properties that are manifesting themselves when the value $x(i)$ changes in the process of physical space formation.
magnitude of $10^{28}$ cm plus 1 cm, then the distance between those states in the one-dimensional space $R_1$ will be an insignificant 1 cm.

Further, the notion of time is introduced. In accordance with our conception, by the discrete time of byuon is meant a sequence of events corresponding to discrete changes in index $i$ of 1 up or down, which means a transition from one state to another. In connection with discrete time, a time quantum $\tau_0$ and space quantum $\bar{x}_0$ are introduced in the one-dimensional discrete space $R_1$ formed by states of byuon ($\approx 0.9 \cdot 10^{-43}$ s, $\bar{x}_0 \approx 2.8 \cdot 10^{-31}$ cm). As $R_1$ is discrete, one way to parametrize (represent) $x(i)$ is $x(i) \approx \bar{x}_0 \cdot i$ or $x(i) \approx -\bar{x}_0 \cdot i$. As is seen, the magnitude of $x(i)$ can be both positive and negative. Similar parameterization for time $t = (\tau j)$ gives only positive magnitudes of $t$ (here $t$ is an always increasing index taking only integer positive values and the number 0). Note that in the existing physics of elementary particles, a notion of negative time is used to introduce antiparticles. This is not necessary in the present model.

Thus the byuon is characterized by indexes $i$ and $j$ ($i \leq j$). We will consider only the case of $i = j$.

Statics. In the set $\{\Phi(i)\}$, no static states with time $t > \tau_0$ are meant. That is, the byuon is always in state of continuous changing.

Kinematics. A free byuon state (that is, not interacting with another state) can correspond only to one of four so called vacuum states $\Pi^+, \Pi^-, \Pi^+ , \Pi^-$ depending on whether the vector $\Phi(i)$ is real or imaginary, its length $X(i)$ positive or negative, decreases or increases in modulus.

Introduce the following definitions:
1. The free byuon is in vacuum state $\Pi^+$ if its positive length discretely increases of a quantum of distance $\bar{x}_0$ in a quantum of time $\tau_0$. At that the speed of byuon propagation (increasing in length) $c = \frac{\bar{x}_0 - \theta}{\tau_0} = c_0$ ($c_0$ is speed of light).
2. The free byuon is in VS $\Pi^-$ if its length discretely decreases of a quantum of distance $\bar{x}_0$ in a quantum of time $\tau_0$. In this case $c = \frac{\theta - \bar{x}_0}{\tau_0} = -c_0$.
3. The free byuon is in VS $\Pi^+$ if the modulus of its negative length discretely increases of $\bar{x}_0$ in a time $\tau_0$. Therewith $c = \frac{-\bar{x}_0 - \theta}{\tau_0} = -c_0$.
4. The free byuon is in VS $\Pi^-$ if the modulus of its negative length discretely decreases of $\bar{x}_0$ in a time $\tau_0$. In this case $c = \frac{\theta - (-\bar{x}_0)}{\tau_0} = c_0$.

Location of byuon in one or another VS is of probabilistic character and described by four $\psi$-functions with indexes corresponding both to VSs and magnitudes of quantum number $i$: $\Psi_{II^+}^{i}, \Psi_{II^-}^{k-i}$, determining the processes of byuon length magnitude origin and increase at positive and negative $X(i)$, respectively; $\Psi_{II^+}^{k^{-i}} , \Psi_{II^-}^{k^{-i-2}}$, determining the processes of byuon length magnitude cancellation and decrease at positive and negative $X(i)$, respectively.

Assume that for the byuons with the length greater than $\bar{x}_0$, only contact interactions are realized, by which we will mean existence of at least two byuons at a quantum of space $R_i$(one-dimensional space).

**Hypothesis 1.** Assume the observable three-dimensional space $R_3$ to appear as a result of minimization of the potential energy $(E(i))$ of byuon interaction in the one-dimensional space $R_1$ formed by them. More precisely, the space $R_3$ is fixed by us as the result of this byuon dynamics. In the space $R_3$ therewith the dynamic processes for objects with the residual positive potential energy of byuon interactions originate, and in consequence, the wave properties of elementary particles arise.
Note that the known fundamental constant, light speed, appears in the byuon theory as a result of byuon changes. In what follows the reader will know that, when having specified only three constants: modulus of $A_g$, $\tau_0$, and $\tilde{x}_0$, we obtain values of all other fundamental constants and basic properties of the entire world as well. (see Table) [2,3].

**Table.** Basic results of byuon theory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Given</th>
<th>Obtained</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The quantum of space $\tilde{x}_0 \approx 2.8 \cdot 10^{-33}$ cm.</td>
<td>a. The fundamental scales: $x_0 = k \tilde{x}_0 \approx 10^{-17}$ cm; $ct^* = kN \tilde{x}_0 \approx 10^{13}$ cm; $L = kNP \tilde{x}_0 \approx 10^{28}$ cm;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The quantum of time $\tau \approx 0.9 \cdot 10^{-43}$ s.</td>
<td>k,N,P - calculated periods of interaction of byuons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The module of cosmological vector-potential $A_g$, $A_g \approx 1.95 \cdot 10^{11}$ Gs·cm</td>
<td>b. The fundamental constants: speed of light $c_0 = \tilde{x}_0 / \tau$; the elementary electric charge $e_o^2 = (1/(4 \sqrt{3}))(A_g^2 x_o^2 (x_o / ct^<em>))^{1/2}$ Planck’s constant $h = (([A_g x_o]^2 + [A_g x_o]_i^2) / c_o x_o) x_o / ct^</em>$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Mass spectra of leptons (electron, muon, tau-lepton asf.), main barions, and mesons, for example, the mass of electron: $m_e c^2 = m_{40} c^2 (ct^*/x_o)$; the minimum value of that residual potential energy: $E_{min}^0 = (A_g^2 \tilde{x}_0^2) / (2 \tilde{x}<em>0) = m</em>{40} c^2 = 33$ eV.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. The density of matter in the Universe $\sim 10^{-29}$ g/cm$^3$ (physics of dark matter; dark energy: physics on the base of new force, values galactic and intergalactic magnetic fields and asf.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>